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Abstract

Organic matter, showing variable degrees of crystallinity and thus of graphitization, is an important source of carbon in
subducted sediments, as demonstrated by the isotopic signatures of deep and ultra-deep diamonds and volcanic emissions in
arc settings. In this experimental study, we investigated the dissolution of sp2 hybridized carbon in aqueous fluids at 1 and
3GPa, and 800 �C, taking as end-members (i) crystalline synthetic graphite and (ii) X-ray amorphous glass-like carbon.
We chose glass-like carbon as an analogue of natural ‘‘disordered” graphitic carbon derived from organic matter, because
unlike other forms of poorly ordered carbon, it does not undergo any structural modification at the investigated experimental
conditions, allowing approach to thermodynamic equilibrium. Textural observations, Raman spectroscopy, synchrotron X-
ray diffraction and dissolution susceptibility of char produced by thermal decomposition of glucose (representative of non-
transformed organic matter) at the same experimental conditions support this assumption. The redox state of the experiments
was buffered at DFMQ � –0.5 using double capsules and either fayalite-magnetite-quartz (FMQ) or nickel-nickel oxide
(NNO) buffers. At the investigated P–T–fO2 conditions, the dominant aqueous dissolution product is carbon dioxide, formed
by oxidation of solid carbon. At 1GPa and 800 �C, oxidative dissolution of glass-like carbon produces 16–19 mol% more car-
bon dioxide than crystalline graphite. In contrast, fluids interacting with glass-like carbon at the higher pressure of 3GPa show
only a limited increase in CO2 (fH2

NNO) or even a lower CO2 content (fH2
FMQ) with respect to fluids interacting with crystalline

graphite. The measured fluid compositions allowed retrieval of the difference in Gibbs free energy (DG) between glass-like
carbon and graphite, which is +1.7(1) kJ/mol at 1GPa–800 �C and +0.51(1) kJ/mol (fH2

NNO) at 3GPa–800 �C. Thermody-
namic modeling suggests that the decline in dissolution susceptibility at high pressure is related to the higher compressibility
of glass-like carbon with respect to crystalline graphite, resulting in G–P curves crossing at about 3.4GPa at 800 �C, close to
the graphite–diamond transition. The new experimental data suggest that, in the presence of aqueous fluids that flush
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subducted sediments, the removal of poorly crystalline ‘‘disordered” graphitic carbon is more efficient than that of crystalline
graphite. This occurs especially at shallow levels of subduction zones, where the difference in free energy is higher and the
availability of poorly organized metastable carbonaceous matter and of aqueous fluids produced by devolatilization of the
downgoing slab is maximized. At depths greater than 110 km, the small differences in DG imply that there is minimal energetic
drive for transforming ‘‘disordered” graphitic carbon to ordered graphite; ‘‘disordered” graphitic carbon could even be ener-
getically slightly favored in a narrow P interval.
� 2020 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The carbon isotopic signature of the upper mantle, tran-
sition zone and lower mantle (Stachel et al., 2002; Cartigny
et al., 2004; Palot et al., 2014), and of gaseous CO2 emitted
from arc volcanoes (Mason et al., 2017) suggests that
organic matter subducted within sediments displays a major
role in the deep carbon cycle (Hayes and Waldbauer, 2006).
The dissolution of graphitic carbon in aqueous fluids due to
oxidation or reduction processes (Connolly and Cesare,
1993; Connolly, 1995; Zhang et al., 2018; Tumiati and
Malaspina, 2019) is of primary importance as it governs
the removal of organic matter from the sediments flushed
by fluids released from the dehydrating subducted plate
(Schmidt and Poli, 2013). In contrast to carbonates (e.g.,
Kelemen and Manning, 2015), graphite has long been con-
sidered to represent a refractory sink of carbon in the sub-
ducting slab (Plank and Manning, 2019), showing low
solubility in metamorphic fluids (Connolly and Cesare,
1993) and silicate melts (Duncan and Dasgupta, 2017).
However, recent thermodynamic models and experiments
suggest that graphite can be readily dissolved in subduction
fluids (Manning et al., 2013), stressing for instance the
importance of pH (Sverjensky et al., 2014a,b) and of dis-
solved silica (Tumiati et al., 2017). However, it is still not
known how graphite crystallinity might affect the composi-
tions of COH fluids in subduction zones.

Carbonaceous material in sedimentary rocks metamor-
phosed under temperature and pressure conditions charac-
teristic of subduction zones exhibit a progressive increase in
crystallinity (e.g., Beyssac et al., 2002). Besides exceptional
preservations of amorphous-like carbon in some metamor-
phic rocks (Bernard et al., 2007), carbonaceous material
metamorphosed under prograde temperature increase to
about 550 �C is characterized by a variety of turbostratic
structures, from poorly crystallized to almost crystalline,
that are commonly referred to as disordered graphitic
carbon (Beyssac and Rumble, 2014; Aoya et al., 2010).
Carbonaceous material in high-temperature and ultra-
high-pressure terranes is instead characterized by rather
crystalline graphite (Beyssac et al., 2002). Thus, disordered
graphitic carbon should represent the most common form
of carbonaceous material under forearc to sub-arc meta-
morphic conditions where large amounts of aqueous fluids
are released from the slab.

Crystalline (ordered) graphite is crystallographically
defined by an interplanar d value of exactly 3.35 Å and a
long-range crystalline order with crystallite size of at least
a few dozen nanometers (Luque et al., 1998). The chemical
bonds within the layers of hexagonally arranged carbon
atoms are covalent with sp2 hybridization (Fitzer et al.,
1995; Langenhorst and Campione, 2019). The thermody-
namic properties of carbon without long-range crystalline
order and of poorly crystallized and/or defect-rich (‘‘disor-
dered”) graphitic carbon are not available at high-pressure
and high-temperature conditions, hence thermodynamic
models generally assume perfect ordering and well-
developed crystallinity of graphite. Although some studies
suggested that ‘‘disordered” graphite and well-crystallized
graphite may display different dissolution behavior in aque-
ous fluids (Ziegenbein and Johannes, 1980; Connolly, 1995;
Luque et al., 1998), others concluded that their thermody-
namic properties must be very similar (McCollom, 2013).

In this study, we provide the first experimental results on
the high-pressure/high-temperature dissolution at relatively
oxidized conditions of (i) ordered crystalline graphite (with
crystallite size around 50 nm determined by synchrotron
X-ray diffraction and small Raman ‘‘disorder” D peak)
and (ii) X-ray amorphous glass-like carbon, by measuring
the CO2 content of aqueous fluids in equilibrium with these
two sp2-hybridized carbon forms. Glass-like carbon is
indeed a typical disordered sp2 bonded carbon (like graphi-
tic carbon) consisting of randomly distributed curved gra-
phene layer (also called disordered multilayer graphene,
or DMLG) fragments dispersed in an amorphous matrix
(Hu et al., 2017). Glass-like carbon is non-crystalline
(X-ray amorphous) and non-graphitizing, meaning that it
resists the development of graphite crystals up to 3000 �C
at room pressure, and up to 45GPa at room temperature
(Shiell et al., 2018). From a thermodynamic point of view,
glass-like carbon can be considered as a quasi-amorphous
or crypto-crystalline solid with crystallite dimensions smal-
ler than 5–8 nm (Guencheva et al., 2001). In light of these
properties, we used glass-like carbon as an analogue of
poorly organized organic matter. The advantage of using
glass-like carbon instead of other poorly crystalline disor-
dered carbon allotropes lies in its metastable persistence
at the investigated experimental conditions (1–3GPa,
800 �C, 12–24 h). Other disordered carbon materials, such
as saccharose-based char, are known to recrystallize
promptly at high-pressure/high-temperature conditions
(Beyssac et al., 2003), which would prevent equilibration
between fluids and solid carbon in days-long runs, and
therefore the retrieval of thermodynamic parameters. The
choice of using glass-like carbon as an analogue for natural
disordered carbon is also supported by comparison of



Fig. 1. Experimental setup. (A, B): sketch of the double capsule
system. The inner Au–Pd capsule, permeable to H2, contains oxalic
acid dihydrate (OAD), which decomposes at T > 200 �C to CO2,
H2O and H2, and either crystalline graphite (A) of glass-like carbon
(B). The outer Au capsule contains the inner capsule and the fH2

buffer, either fayalite-magnetite-quartz-H2O or nickel-nickel oxide-
H2O. The fH2 constrained by the buffer is expected to be
homogenous in the inner and in the outer capsule. (C): back-
scattered electron image of the representative sample COH62
(P = 1GPa and T = 800 �C) across the inner Au–Pd capsule
boundary, showing glass-like carbon spheres on the left and the
fayalite-magnetite-quartz buffer on the right.
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glass-like carbon with char produced by thermal decompo-
sition of glucose at the same experimental conditions.

The experimental results allowed retrieving the differ-
ence in Gibbs free energy (G) of glass-like carbon compared
to that of crystalline graphite at high pressures and temper-
atures, demonstrating that, although small, this difference
can lead to substantial changes in dissolved carbon content
predicted by available thermodynamic models that assume
a perfectly ordered crystalline state of graphitic carbon.

2. METHODS

In this study, we use the recommended terminology of
IUPAC (Fitzer et al., 1995) for the description of carbon
as a solid, which is summarized in the Appendix.

2.1. Bulk compositions, starting materials and buffering

strategy

Fluids in equilibrium with crystalline and disordered sp2

carbon were generated starting from oxalic acid dihydrate
(OAD; H2C2O4�2H2O; Sigma-Aldrich), highly ordered gra-
phite powder (from spectroscopic-pure rods, gently hand-
ground in boron carbide mortar) and glass-like carbon
spherical powder (Alfa Aesar; type I, i.e., produced by fir-
ing polymeric precursors at temperatures below 2000 �C).
Crystalline graphite and glass-like carbon were character-
ized by scanning-electron microscopy, micro-Raman spec-
troscopy and synchrotron X-ray diffraction. Additionally,
two experiments have been replicated using pure water
(MilliQ, boiled while flushed with N2 to remove dissolved
atmospheric CO2) instead of OAD to check for possible dis-
crepancies. Experiments were buffered using the double-
capsule technique (Eugster and Skippen, 1967) to prevent
the direct contact with the buffering assemblages, with an
inner H2-permeable Au60Pd40 capsule (OD = 2.3 mm) and
an outer Au capsule (OD = 4.5 mm). The outer capsule
contained H2O and either the fayalite–magnetite–quartz
(FMQ) or the nickel–nickel oxide (NNO) buffers (Fig. 1).
Fayalite and magnetite have been synthesized at 1100 �C
in a gas-mixing furnace under reducing atmosphere (CO2:
CO = 10:1), starting from stoichiometrically weighted
reagent-grade Fe2O3 (Sigma-Aldrich) and amorphous
SiO2 from hydrolyzed tetraethyl orthosilicate (Sigma-
Aldrich). Natural hyaline quartz powder has been used to
build up the final FMQ buffering assemblage. NNO buffer
was prepared by mixing Ni metal powder (Sigma-Aldrich)
and green NiO nanopowder (Sigma-Aldrich), previously
sintered at 1300 �C for 24 h under oxidizing atmosphere
to prevent grain size-induced discrepancies with the
accepted free-energy values of the NNO buffer (Mattioli
and Wood, 1988; O’Neill and Pownceby, 1993). At equilib-
rium conditions, as long as all the buffering phases are pre-
sent, the chemical potential of hydrogen is expected to be
homogeneous in the inner and in the outer capsules. In
the outer capsule, the hydrogen fugacity (fH2) is con-
strained through the reactions:

Ni + H2O = NiO + H2 ð1Þ
3 Fe2SiO4 + H2O = 2 Fe3O4 + 3 SiO2 (quartz)

þ 2H2ð1GPa; 800 �CÞ ð2Þ
3 FeSiO3 + H2O = Fe3O4 + 3 SiO2 (coesite)

þ H2ð3GPa; 800 �C; see Supplementary Fig:1Þ ð3Þ
In the inner capsule, the equilibration of the COH fluid

is accomplished by the fH2-dependent coupled reactions
(Tumiati et al., 2017):

C + H2 + O2 = CO2 + H2O ð4Þ
and

C + 2 H2O = CO2 + 2 H2 ð5Þ
As a consequence, the initial fluid composition (H2O:

CO2 = 1:1 starting from OAD) adjusts its CO2 fraction
until equilibrium in fH2 is reached between the inner and
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the outer capsule. The oxygen fugacity (fO2) in the inner
capsule (containing mixed H2O–CO2 fluids instead of pure
water) is constrained indirectly and it will be slightly lower
compared to the fO2 constrained in the outer capsule (con-
taining pure H2O) by FMQ and NNO (cf. Luth, 1989) and
it is calculated by thermodynamic modeling (see Section 2.5
and Table 2), ranging from DFMQ (=log fO2

sample �
log fO2

FMQ) �0.5 to �0.8.
High-pressure pyrolysis of glucose to char has been con-

ducted in unbuffered single Au capsules (OD = 3 mm)
welded shut after filling with anhydrous glucose
(C6H12O6, or CH2O) produced by dehydration at 70 �C
(2 h) of a-D-glucose monohydrate (Sigma Aldrich)
(Ponschke and House, 2011).

2.2. Experimental conditions and apparatus

Experiments were performed at 1 and 3GPa at 800 �C
using an end-loaded piston-cylinder apparatus. Capsules
were embedded in MgO rods (Norton Ceramics) and
inserted in graphite furnaces surrounded by NaCl and
borosilicate glass (Pyrex). At the top of the assembly, a
pyrophyllite–steel plug was placed to ensure the electrical
contact. Temperatures were measured with K-type thermo-
couples and are considered accurate to ±5 �C. An alumina
disk was placed at the top of the capsule to avoid the direct
contact with the thermocouple. Pressure calibration of the
apparatus is based on the quartz to coesite transition
according to Bose and Ganguly (1995) (accuracy
±0.01GPa). Samples were first pressurized at run pressure,
then heated to T = 800 �C, with a ramp of 100 �C/min.
Experiments were quenched by turning off the power supply,
resulting in a rate of temperature decline of >40 �C/sec. The
double capsules were prepared by peeling off the outer
capsule, then heated at 110 �C in a vacuum oven (>2h) to
remove any residual water trapped in the buffer. After the
analysis of volatiles (see below), double capsules were
mounted in epoxy resin and polished for scanning electron
microscopy and micro-Raman spectroscopy. The persis-
tence of the buffering assemblages was always verified by
means of electron microprobe analyses. Single capsules
containing char derived from the decomposition of anhy-
drous glucose were analyzed for volatiles, then opened to
collect the sample, which has been analyzed by scanning
electron microscopy, micro-Raman spectroscopy and syn-
chrotron X-ray diffraction.

2.3. Analysis of solids

Solid carbon in both buffered and unbuffered runs has
been characterized by scanning electron microscopy,
micro-Raman spectroscopy and synchrotron X-ray diffrac-
tion. Graphite and glass-like carbon were analyzed both as
starting materials and after quench from run P–T
conditions.

Quantitative analyses and back-scattered electron imag-
ing of the experimental products were performed to check
the integrity of the buffering mineral assemblages, using a
JEOL 8200 wavelength-dispersive (WDS) electron micro-
probe, at 15 kV accelerating potential, 5 nA sample current
and 1 lm beam size. Standards used were fayalite (Fe),
niccolite (Ni) and grossular (Si). A counting time of 30 s
(10 s background) was used for all the elements. Secondary
electron imaging of pyrolytic carbon has been performed at
15 kV and 0.05 nA sample current.

Micro-Raman spectra were acquired using the inte-
grated micro/macro-Raman LABRAM HRVIS (Horiba
Jobin Yvon Instruments) of the Interdepartmental Center
‘‘G. Scansetti” (Department of Earth Sciences, University
of Torino, Italy). Excitation lines at 532 nm (solid-state
Nd laser and 80 mW of emission power) were used with
Edge filter and a grating of 600 grooves/mm. Calibration
was performed using the 520.6 cm�1 Si band. The laser
power on the sample was set upon the measured materials
at 2mW by the addition of filters. Acquisition times were
set at 25 s for 3 accumulations with a laser spot of 2 lm.

X-ray Powder diffraction (XRD) data were obtained at
XRD1 beamline (Elettra, Trieste, Italy). The samples were
placed in glass capillaries and mounted onto the head of the
Huber Kappa Goniometer installed at the beamline. The
data were collected with a monochromatic radiation
(k = 0.7000 Å), using a Dectris Pilatus 2 M detector. The
beam size at the sample was of 0.2 � 0.7 mm and the cali-
bration of the set-up geometry was checked with a LaB6

pattern. Successively, the images were integrated with
Fit2D software package (Hammersley et al., 1995;
Hammersley, 1997) and analyzed using the GSAS EXPGUI
software (Toby, 2001).

2.4. Analysis of volatiles

For the analysis of quenched volatiles in the capsules
(Table 1) we employed the capsule-piercing technique
(Tiraboschi et al., 2016). Volatiles, heated to T �80 �C to
allow liquid water to be converted into water vapor, were
extracted from the capsules in a Teflon reactor and con-
veyed to a quadrupole mass spectrometer (EXXTORR
0–200 amu, Mod. XT 200, equipped with secondary
electron multiplier) using ultrapure Ar as carrier gas. The
pressure conditions in the reactor were monitored through
high-resolution sensor gauges (±1 mbar precision). The
temperature in the reactor was monitored with K-type
thermocouple. Gas mixtures of known compositions and
ultrapure water were utilized for the calibration of the
quadrupole mass spectrometer. The technique enabled the
retrieval of micromolar quantities of the volatiles H2O,
CO2, CO, CH4, H2 and O2 with uncertainties of �1 mol%
(10 mol% for CO, due to the interference with atmospheric
N2 on the 28 m/z channel). The periodic analysis of test
capsules filled with 1 mg of oxalic acid dihydrate, thermally
decomposed at 250 �C to H2O, CO, CO2 and H2

(Tiraboschi et al., 2016), ensures the stability and the repro-
ducibility of the analyses over time.

2.5. Thermodynamic modeling

The volatile composition of carbon-saturated COH flu-
ids, and in particular their XCO2 [=CO2/(H2O + CO2)molar]
in relatively oxidized systems, is dependent on the redox
state of the system (cf. the review of Tumiati and
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Malaspina, 2019), which can be controlled indirectly in
experiments by fixing the hydrogen fugacity in double cap-
sules (e.g., Eugster and Skippen, 1967).

The fugacities of oxygen and hydrogen in the outer and
in the inner capsules at NNO and FMQ conditions were
calculated using the Perple_X package (Connolly, 2005),
using the thermodynamic dataset of Holland and Powell
(Holland and Powell, 1998) revised by the authors in
2004 (hp04ver.dat), the Perple_X water equation of state
(EoS) ‘‘H–O HSMRK/MRK hybrid”, and using the Excel
spreadsheet GFluid (Zhang and Duan, 2010) with the COH
fluid EoS of Zhang and Duan (2009), which is based on the
equilibrium constants Kp of the following reactions:

C + O2 = CO2 ð6Þ
C + 0.5 O2 = CO ð7Þ
H2 + 0.5 O2 = H2O ð8Þ
C + 2 H2 = CH4 ð9Þ

Tumiati et al. (2017) showed that the composition of
graphite-saturated COH fluids at 1–3GPa and 800 �C are
reproduced best using a modified version of Zhang and
Duan’s model, implemented with fH2 coefficients (cH2)
changing dynamically as a function of X(O)
[=O2/(H2 + O2)molar], taken from the EoS of Connolly
and Cesare (1993). Therefore, in this study we refer to this
modified model to: (i) predict the composition of buffered
fluids in equilibrium with crystalline graphite (Table 2);
(ii) compare it with the measured composition of fluids in
equilibrium with either crystalline graphite or glass-like car-
bon (Fig. 2; Table 1) and (iii) retrieve the difference in free
energy between graphite and glass-like carbon (DG), by iter-
atively changing the Zhang and Duan’s Kps (cf. Eqs. (4)–(7))
to account for the measured XCO2 of fluids in equilibrium
with the latter phase (Table 3). The experimental DG was
compared with the DG predicted by thermodynamic model-
ing, performed with thermodynamic parameters retrieved
from literature added to the database of Holland and
Powell (hp04ver.dat) (Table 4), thus making feasible with
Perple_X the calculation of G–P and log fO2–(P, T) phase
diagrams involving glass-like carbon in addition to
crystalline graphite.

Recent studies highlight the importance of non-volatile
charged carbon species (not detectable with the capsule-
piercing technique) and/or organic dissolved compounds
in high-pressure COH fluids at certain P–T–fO2–pH condi-
tions (Sverjensky et al., 2014a,b; Pan and Galli, 2016;
Tiraboschi et al., 2018; Huang and Sverjensky, 2019). In
particular, Sverjensky et al. (2014b) showed that at high
pH values aqueous bicarbonate and carbonate species
become dominant instead of molecular CO2 and CH4. In
addition, organic dissolved species (e.g., formates and acet-
ates) may form at ultra-high pressures (e.g., 5GPa at 600 �C
in Sverjensky et al., 2014b). Therefore, conventional ther-
modynamic models (Connolly and Cesare, 1993; Zhang
and Duan, 2009), which consider neutral molecular species
only, are not always adequate to predict carbon speciation
in subduction fluids. It is an open question whether the
available thermodynamic models are still valid in the



Table 2
Thermodynamic modelling of graphite-saturated fluids buffered at the investigated P–T–fH2 conditions.

P (GPa), T (�C) 1, 800 1, 800 3, 800 3, 800

buffer NNO FMQ NNO FMQ
log fO2 outer capsule

a �13.47 �13.70 �12.62 �11.19
log fH2 outer capsule = inner capsuleb 1.775 1.889 3.107 2.361
Modeled composition at fixed fH2 (mol%)c

H2O 28.74 34.25 65.34 26.60
CO2 70.46 64.93 34.59 73.33
CO 0.66 0.64 0.05 0.07
CH4 0.06 0.09 0.02 0.00
H2 0.08 0.09 0.01 0.00
XCO2

d 0.710 0.655 0.346 0.733
XOe inner capsule 0.746 0.705 0.507 0.765
log fO2 inner capsule �14.28 �14.31 �11.99 �11.66
DFMQf inner capsule �0.58 �0.61 �0.80 �0.47
pHg 3.25 3.26 2.34 2.22

a retrieved using the Perple_X package and the hp02ver.dat database (see also Supplementary Fig. 4), considering the reactions: i) 2 Ni
+ O2 = 2 NiO; ii) 3 Fe2SiO4 + O2 = 2 Fe3O4 + 3 SiO2 (1GPa–800 �C; quartz stable) and iii) 3FeSiO3 + O2 = Fe3O4 + 3 SiO2 (3GPa–800 �C;
coesite stable).
b retrieved using the routine ‘‘fluids” of the Perple_X package (H-O HSMRK/MRK hybrid EoS).
c EoS by Zhang and Duan (2009) with dynamic cH2 taken from Connolly and Cesare (1993), changing as a function of P, T and XO

(cH2 = A � (XO)3 + B � (XO)2 + C � XO + D; where A = 43.919, B = 114.55, C = �105.75, D = 41.215 at 1GPa–800 �C; A = -11208;
B = 26723, C = -21949, D = 6979.2 at 3GPa–800 �C).
d XCO2 = CO2 / (H2O + CO2)molar
e XO = O2 / (H2 + O2)molar
f DFMQ = log fO2 � log fO2

FMQ

g retrieved using the Deep Earth Water model by fixing the fO2 of the inner capsule; neutral pH at 1GPa–800 �C = 4.02; neutral pH at
3GPa–800 �C = 3.09.
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presence of COH fluid immiscibility, suggested at
P = 1.5–2.5GPa and T = 600–700 �C in graphite-saturated
slightly saline fluids (Li, 2016) and in low-temperature/
high-pressure hydrocarbon fluids (Huang et al., 2017). In
particular, Li (2016) found at 2.5GPa and 700 �C at
Re–ReO2 redox conditions (�DFMQ = +2) mixed
H2O–CO2 fluids in equilibrium with almost pure CO2. As
the capsule-piercing technique used in our study only allows
measurement of the bulk volatile components, it cannot be
used to investigate fluid immiscibility. However, on the
basis of the results given in our study and in previous works
(Matveev et al., 1997; Tiraboschi et al., 2016; Tumiati et al.,
2017), the conventional models are still able to predict the
bulk composition (but not necessarily the speciation) of
high-pressure fluids in terms of bulk CO2/(H2O + CO2)
and CH4/(H2O + CH4), although they could fail at certain
P–T–fO2–pH conditions where species other than H2O,
CO2(aq) and CH4(aq) become dominant. In order to justify
our experimental approach we used the Deep Earth Water
thermodynamic model (Sverjensky et al., 2014a) to confirm
that molecular CO2(aq) is by far the dominant carbon-
bearing fluid species at our experimental conditions, and
to estimate the pH of the fluids (Table 2).

3. RESULTS

3.1. Characterization of solid carbon

3.1.1. Crystalline graphite

Back-scattered electron observation of graphite powder
used as starting material did not reveal any foreign material.
The powder consists of homogeneous flakeswith grain size of
10–100 mm (Supplementary Fig. 2a). X-ray powder diffrac-
tion showed that the powder is monomineralic and crys-
talline, with a sharp diffraction peak at d002 = 3.3672 Å
(Supplementary Fig. 3 – graphite). The fitted pattern showed
that the averaged crystallite size of the sample is around
50 nm. Micro-Raman spectroscopy of unpolished graphite
powder showed a sharp graphite (G) peak at 1600 cm�1

and only a little disorder (D) peak at 1350 cm�1, confirming
that this material is highly ordered (Ferrari, 2007) (Supple-
mentary Fig. 4). The G’ peak (also called 2D in Ferrari,
2007) at about 2700 cm�1 is also well developed. Raman
spectra of polished graphite showed a marked increase of
the D peak owing to mechanical modifications during the
polishing (Pasteris, 1989), and was therefore not considered.
Quenched graphite samples did not show any evidence of
substantial modification with respect to starting graphite
powder, within the uncertainties caused by polishing.

3.1.2. Glass-like carbon

Glass-like carbon spheres used as starting material
appeared homogenous at the scanning electron microscope.
They are about 100 mm in size, and show sparse closed
porosity (Supplementary Fig. 2b). X-ray powder diffraction
of the spherical powder showed broad peaks, typical of
amorphous materials (Supplementary Fig. 3). Micro-
Raman spectra show broad G and D peaks, which charac-
terize amorphous sp2 carbon (cf. Ferrari and Robertson,
2001), with D peak > G peak (Fig. 2). The G’ peak is poorly
developed. Glass-like carbon retrieved after runs showed
Raman spectra identical to the starting material.



Fig. 2. Micro-Raman spectra of glass-like carbon as starting material (unpolished: blue; polished: purple) and as quenched product from
1GPa–800 �C (green) and from 3GPa–800 �C (red). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to
the web version of this article.)

Table 3
Equilibrium constants (Kp) at T = 800 �C and difference in Gibbs free energy of glass-like carbon with respect to crystalline graphite (DG),
retrieved from measured fluid composition.

Carbon form graphite glass-like carbon glass-like carbon graphite glass-like carbon glass-like carbon

Pressure GPa 1 1 1 3 3 3
Buffer - NNO FMQ - NNO FMQ
log Kp C + O2 = CO2 44.98a 45.16b 45.17b 46.12a 46.18b 45.86b

log Kp C + 0.5 O2 = CO 23.77a 23.95b 23.96b 24.91a 24.97b 24.65b

log Kp C + 2 H2 = CH4 �2.48a �2.30b �2.29b �1.33a �12.7 b �1.59b

DG (kJ mol�1)c - 1.6(1) 1.7(1) - 0.51(1) �2.3(2)

a EoS by Zhang and Duan (2009) (GFluid), at T = 800 �C.
b calculated by simulation analysis to fit measured XCO2 (=CO2/H2O + CO2) of samples COH57, COH62, COH100 and COH112,

assuming constant fH2.
c DG = Gglass-like C – Ggraphite at T = 800 �C, calculated using the equation: DG = RT � ln (Kp

glass�like C/Kp
graphite); the uncertainty in DG

(bracket notation) has been calculated taking into account the standard deviation of QMS analyses (Table 1).
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3.1.3. Char from high-pressure pyrolysis of anhydrous

glucose

Secondary electron imaging of solid carbon formed by
decomposition of glucose (char) at 1–3GPa and 800 �C
show microtextures that are dependent on the run duration.
In the 12-h run at 1GPa, char comes as a loose spherical
powder with an average grain size of 1 mm (Fig. 3a, b). In
the 24-h runs at 1 and 3GPa, spherical elements are not vis-
ible, and char is characterized by a glass-like appearance
with conchoidal fracture and absence of cleavage
(Fig. 3c–f). X-ray powder diffractions of char (Supplemen-
tary Fig. 3) show that the diffraction angle of the most
intense peak is lower compared to that of crystalline gra-
phite, while the full width at half maximum (FWHM) is
higher, meaning a decline of the crystallite size. The crystal-
lite size of char synthesized at the investigated high-pressure
conditions is of about 2–4 nm typical of nano-crystalline
materials. The Raman spectra of char synthesized at 1
and 3GPa in 24-h long runs are very similar, with broad
G and D peaks (D > G) (Fig. 4). Compared to glass-like car-
bon, the D peak is slightly higher, but broadening of the
peaks is a little less pronounced. The G’ peak is comparable
to that of glass-like carbon. The Raman spectrum of char
synthesized at 1GPa in the shorter 12-h run is characterized



Fig. 3. Secondary electron images of char synthesized from glucose at 800 �C and high-pressure conditions. (A, B): P = 1GPa, runtime 12 h;
(C, D): P = 1GPa, runtime 24 h; (E, F): P = 3GPa, runtime 24 h.
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by similar G and D peaks, but remarkably higher G’ peak
(Supplementary Fig. 5), which characterizes crystalline gra-
phite (Fig. 4).

3.2. Characterization of the fluid phase

Volatiles in all the experimental runs have been mea-
sured by means of the capsule-piercing technique (see
details in Tiraboschi et al., 2016) (Table 1; Fig. 5; Supple-
mentary Fig. 6). Total measured volatiles range from 5.51
to 49.5 micromoles in double capsules where fluids were
interacting with either crystalline graphite or glass-like car-
bon, and from 23.21 to 60.74 micromoles in single capsules
where fluids were produced by complete dehydration of
anhydrous glucose due to the reaction:

CH2O = C + H2O ð10Þ
3.2.1. Buffered COH fluids interacting with crystalline

graphite

Fluids synthesized at 1–3GPa and 800 �C contain mostly
H2O and CO2, with only traces of CO, CH4 and H2 (typi-
cally close to or below the detection limit). At P = 1GPa,
XCO2 [CO2/(H2O+CO2)molar] ranges from 0.674 ± 0.007



Fig. 4. Raman spectra of quenched char (1GPa: blue; 3GPa: purple) compared with glass-like carbon (green) and crystalline graphite (red).
(For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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(fH2
FMQ) to 0.731 ± 0.008 (fH2

NNO). Because the FMQ and
NNO buffers cross at about 1.5GPa (cf. Supplementary
Fig. 1), meaning that the NNO buffer is more oxidizing
than FMQ at P < 1.5GPa and less oxidizing at
P > 1.5GPa, fluids at P = 3GPa buffered by NNO are
expected to show lower XCO2 compared to fluids buffered
by FMQ (Table 2). At fH2

FMQ, the run COH76, containing
oxalic acid dihydrate (OAD) as starting source of fluid, dis-
plays XCO2 = 0.74 ± 0.02, and run COH105, containing
water instead of OAD, displays a similar XCO2 of 0.714
± 0.05. Instead, at fH2

NNO conditions the fluid phase is
dominated by water, resulting an XCO2 of 0.094 ± 0.001
in run COH103.

3.2.2. Buffered COH fluids interacting with glass-like carbon

Fluids interacting with glass-like carbon at 1–3GPa and
800 �C, buffered by either FMQ or NNO, contain only
traces of CO, CH4 and H2, as in the case of graphite-
saturated fluids (Table 1). However, the fluids with
glass-like carbon display different XCO2 ratios to the
graphite-saturated ones (Fig. 5). In particular, fluids at
1GPa display a higher CO2 content, and are characterized
by XCO2 of 0.801 ± 0.009 at fH2

FMQ and 0.850 ± 0.006 at
fH2

NNO, corresponding to a higher content of +19 and
+16 mol% CO2, respectively, if compared to graphite-
saturated fluids displaying XCO2 = 0.674 at fH2
FMQ and

0.731 at fH2
NNO (see above). However, the higher CO2 com-

pared with graphite-saturated fluids declines dramatically
at 3GPa. At this pressure, fluids saturated with glass-like
carbon buffered at fH2

NNO show indeed a XCO2 of 0.099
± 0.001, corresponding to only +5 mol% CO2 higher con-
tent relative to fluids saturated with graphite displaying
XCO2 = 0.094. Fluids buffered at fH2

FMQ conditions show
CO2 content that is even lower than that characterizing
graphite-saturated fluids. In fact, run COH112 is character-
ized by XCO2 = 0.57 ± 0.01 (0.50 ± 0.03 in run COH108,
with H2O instead of OAD as starting source of fluid), corre-
sponding to a lower CO2 content of –24 mol% CO2 relative
to fluids saturated with graphite (XCO2 = 0.74; see above).

3.2.3. Unbuffered COH fluids generated by high-pressure

thermal decomposition of glucose

Fluids produced by high-pressure dehydration of anhy-
drous glucose display variable compositions, changing as a
function of run time and pressure conditions (Table 1;
Supplementary Fig. 6). Fluids at 1GPa show high contents
of CH4, especially in run COH122 characterized by a rela-
tively short runtime of 12 h. In this run, XCO2 is
0.072 ± 0.001 and XCH4 [=CH4/(H2O + CH4)molar] = 0.261.
Fluid in run COH124, characterized by a longer duration



Fig. 5. Fluid compositions at the investigated P–T–fH2 measured using the capsule-piercing technique (Tiraboschi et al., 2016), plotted on
ternary C–O–H diagrams. Red dots: oxalic acid dihydrate (starting fluid composition). Green triangles: fluids in equilibrium with crystalline
graphite. Blue dots: fluids in equilibrium with glass-like carbon. Yellow squares: composition of graphite-saturated fluids according to the
modified model of Zhang and Duan (2009) (see text for details). Grey dots: analytical uncertainty cloud estimated by Monte Carlo method
using the standard deviations provided in Table 1. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to
the web version of this article.)
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of 24 h, displays a higher XCO2 of 0.240 ± 0.003 and a
lower CH4 content (XCH4 = 0.056). Fluid at 3GPa (24 h)
is nearly pure water with XCO2 = 0.0098 ± 0.0003 and
XCH4 = 0.001.

4. DISCUSSION

4.1. Comparison between experimental results and available

thermodynamic models of fluids in equilibrium with

crystalline graphite

The measured compositions of COH fluids interacting
with crystalline graphite at 1GPa and 800 �C (Table 1) is
in excellent agreement, in both FMQ- and NNO-buffered
experiments, with the compositions predicted at equilib-
rium conditions by the modified thermodynamic model of
Zhang and Duan (2009) (Table 2; see details of the model
in Section 2.5). At 3GPa, while the fH2

FMQ-buffered fluid
matches the composition predicted by the model, the mea-
sured composition of the fluid buffered externally by NNO
is characterized by a lower content of CO2. The measured
XCO2 would be consistent with an inner-capsule log fO2

of –12.56, instead of the predicted value of –11.99 (Table 2).
At this stage, we can only speculate that this could be
ascribed to uncertainties associated to the nickel–nickel
oxide buffer (c.f. O’Neill and Pownceby, 1993), which could
affect the estimates of fO2 and fH2 imposed by the NNO
buffer at 3GPa.

Some recent studies underlined the importance of the
variable pH in governing the abundance of dissolved
organic species and charges species (e.g., bicarbonates, car-
bonates) instead of molecular species (Sverjensky et al.,
2014b; Pan and Galli, 2016). Therefore, we used the Deep
Earth Water (DEW) model (Sverjensky et al., 2014a) to
draw pH vs fO2 diagrams showing the loci of points where
graphite is stable in COH fluids at saturation conditions at
1GPa–800 �C (Fig. 6a) and 3GPa–800 �C (Fig. 6b) (black
solid lines). The oxygen fugacities expected in COH fluids
buffered at fH2

FMQ and fH2
NNO conditions are shown for ref-

erence. The intersection of these oxygen fugacities with the
graphite-saturation curve represents the investigated exper-
imental conditions (black dots), and thus provides an esti-
mation of the pH value expected in the synthesized fluids,
i.e. 3.5–3.6 at 1GPa–800 �C (neutral pH = 4.02) and 2.22
at 3GPa–800 �C (neutral pH = 3.09). The model predicts
that at the investigated P–T–fO2–fH2 conditions the equi-
librium between graphite and COH fluids is thus reached
in the CO2(aq) stability field and at acidic conditions, which
prevent the stability of carbonate and bicarbonate ions.
CO2(aq) is therefore expected to be by far the dominant dis-
solved carbon-bearing species, while other C–O–H species
should occur in very minor amount, the most abundant
being ethane (�10�4 mol%) at 1GPa–800 �C and formic
acid (�10�3 mol%) at 3GPa–800 �C. Other organic and/
or charged species display even lower abundances. This val-
idates the methodological approach of this study, aiming to
retrieve the composition of quenched fluids in terms of
volatile molecular species, assuming that they represent
the speciation at run conditions. As a corollary, the dia-
grams in Fig. 6 indicate that when redox conditions are



Fig. 6. log fO2 vs pH diagrams at 1GPa–800 �C (A) and 3GPa–800 �C (B), calculated using the Deep Earth Water model, showing the COH-
fluid graphite saturation curve (thick black). Black dots: experimental conditions at fH2

FMQ and fH2
NNO.
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imposed on a petrological system (redox-buffered systems),
the pH is a dependent variable, as long as graphite-
saturation conditions persist. Conversely, in pH-buffered
systems, the redox state would be controlled by pH.

4.2. Experimental fluids in equilibrium with glass-like carbon

and retrieval of its thermodynamic properties at high-pressure

conditions

The CO2 content of fluids interacting with glass-like car-
bon is different with respect to the CO2 content of fluids in
equilibrium with crystalline graphite (Fig. 5; Table 1). Flu-
ids at 1GPa are considerably enriched in CO2, while fluids
at 3GPa are only slightly enriched or even depleted with
respect to graphite-saturated fluids. The observed difference
is +19 mol% CO2 at 1GPa–fH2

FMQ, +16 mol% CO2 at
1GPa–fH2

NNO, +5 mol% at 3GPa–fH2
NNO and –24 mol%

CO2 at 3GPa–fH2
FMQ. These different fluid compositions

are uniquely ascribable to difference between the thermody-
namic properties of glass-like carbon and crystalline gra-
phite. Taking as example Eq. (6) (C + O2 = CO2), the
equilibrium constant of the reaction is:

KpðT Þ ¼ ½CO2�
½O2� ð11Þ

where brackets indicate equilibrium concentrations of fluid
phases over solid carbon.

At 1GPa and 800 �C, involving perfectly crystalline gra-
phite, the equilibrium constant of the reaction following the
thermodynamic model of Zhang and Duan (2009) is
3.416 � 1019 (ln Kp = 44.98). By changing Kp, the fluid
CO2 content predicted by the model changes accordingly.
By means of iterative calculation, it is possible to find a
Kp that fits the measured CO2 value in runs where fluids
reacted with glass-like carbon instead of graphite at the
same P–T conditions. The equilibrium constant of a hetero-
geneous reaction with the participation of glass-like carbon
(gl) instead of graphite (graph) can be expressed as:

KpglðT Þ ¼ KpgraphðT Þexp DGðT Þ
RT

� �
ð12Þ

where DG(T) is the difference in Gibbs free energy between
glass-like carbon Ggl(T) and graphite–Ggraph(T), and R is
the gas constant. This difference can be made explicit,
resulting in the equation:

DGðT Þ ¼ RT ln
KpglðT Þ

KpgraphðT Þ
� �

ð13Þ

As this difference in Gibbs free energy at fixed P–T–fH2

must be the same for all the reactions (6), (7) and (9), by
means of simulation analysis performed with the Solver
tool in the Excel spreadsheet provided by Zhang and
Duan (2010) we changed iteratively all the pertaining equi-
librium constants simultaneously, imposing the mathemat-
ical constraint that the resulting DG is identical for all the
equations, until the model converges to the measured
XCO2. The retrieved DG and the equilibrium constants
retrieved by simulation analysis at 1 and 3GPa are shown
in Table 3. DG is almost coincident in runs performed at
NNO and FMQ conditions at 1GPa–800 �C, where fluids
equilibrated with glass-like carbon contain higher CO2 frac-
tions compared to graphite-saturated fluids. At these P–T
conditions, DG is equal to +1.6(1) at fH2

NNO and +1.7(1)
kJ/mol at fH2

FMQ. The difference in Gibbs free energy
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between graphite and glass-like at 1GPa agree with previ-
ous studies performed at room pressure, where DG is
+1.8 kJ/mol at 800 �C (Guencheva et al., 2001; Gutzow
et al., 2005). At 3GPa and 800 �C, fluids in equilibrium with
glass-like carbon buffered at fH2

NNO conditions display a
slightly higher CO2 content compared to graphite-
saturated fluids, and DG is equal to +0.5(1) kJ/mol. Fluids
buffered at fH2

FMQ conditions show a CO2 content which is
even lower than fluids in equilibrium with graphite, corre-
sponding to a negative DG of –2.3(2) kJ/mol.

4.3. Thermodynamic modeling of glass-like carbon and

implications for its stability towards graphite and diamond

We are not aware of previous Gibbs free energy of
glass-like carbon at high pressures, even though layers
of glass-like carbon spheres have long been employed in
experimental petrology as melt traps at pressure condi-
tions ranging from 1 to 5GPa (Robinson et al., 1998;
Wasylenki, 2003; Dasgupta et al., 2005; Falloon et al.,
2008; Spandler et al., 2008). Therefore, we derived the
G(P) curve of 5GPa (Fig. 7), by using the following ther-
modynamic parameters (Table 4; Supplementary
Table 1):

	 the standard Gibbs free energy of formation, retrieved
from the G–T data of Guencheva et al. (2001) and
Gutzow et al. (2005) at room pressure and T = 298 K
(DfG

0 = 2.357 kJ/mol);
	 the standard entropy (S0

298), retrieved by fitting the G–T
data at room pressure of Gutzow et al. (2005). The
retrieved S0

298 = 6.6 J/mol/K agrees well with the stan-
dard entropy of 6.2 J/mol/K resulting from the integra-
tion of low-temperature heat capacity [CP(T)]
measurements (Cappelletti et al., 2018), following:

S0
298 ¼ S0

0 þ
Z 298

0

C0
P ðT Þ
T

� �
dT ; ð14Þ

taking into account that S0
0, i.e. the residual entropy at 0 K,

is non-zero in amorphous solids;

	 the following parameters were assumed to be the same
as for graphite (Holland and Powell, 1998; Day, 2012),
as they have been reported to be very similar in glass-
like carbon: i) the thermal expansion (cf. Cowlard and
Lewis, 1967), ii) the coefficients of the heat capacity
function (cf. Takahashi and Westrum, 1970;
Yokoyama et al., 1971) and iii) the standard molar vol-
ume, relying on the fact that the disordered multilayer
graphene component in glass-like carbon has a density
close to that of graphite (2.25 g/cm3) and the interplanar
d-spacings are in broad agreement with those of graphite
(Supplementary Fig. 3; cf. also Zhao et al., 2015; Hu
et al., 2017). Models with molar volume increased by
50%, reflecting the apparently lower bulk density of
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glass-like carbon (�1.5 g/cm3; Cowlard and Lewis, 1967;
Zhao et al., 2015) imputable to the high closed porosity,
are also provided for comparison in Fig. 7b–c.

	 the isothermal bulk modulus under standard conditions
(Κ0) and its first pressure derivative (K’) were retrieved
by linear regression of the data of type-I glass-like carbon
reported by Zhao et al. (2015) (green dots in Fig. 7a),
where Κ0 is the intercept at 0.0001GPa (1 bar) at 25 �C
and K’ is the slope of the K–P curves. However, the esti-
mation of glass-like carbon K0 and K’ is not straightfor-
ward. Glass-like carbon displays a very high
compressibility compared to graphite (cf. bulk modulus
data in Day, 2012; Table 4), with a more than halved Κ0

decreasing abnormally with increasing pressure up to
1GPa (i.e., negative K’ = –2.4, corresponding to a Κ0

intercept of 15GPa; purple thick dashed lines in Fig. 7),
followed by a reversal to positive pressure dependence,
accounting to a K’ of 2.9 in the 1–3GPa pressure range
(extrapolated K0 = 9GPa; red thick lines in Fig. 7; pre-
ferred model as it is consistent with the pressures investi-
gated in this study and with K0 of other forms of non-
graphitic sp2-type carbon; cf. fullerene in Sundqvist and
Olabi, 2016) and K’ = 7.8 at pressures above 3GPa (ex-
trapolated K0 = –6GPa; grey dashed lines in Fig. 7). In
Fig. 7b, we show how the choice of differentK0 andK’ val-
ues affects theG(P, 800 �C) of glass-like carbon with pres-
sure increasing from 0 to 5GPa. The predicted difference
in Gibbs free energy at 800 �C versus pressure between
glass-like carbon and graphite (DG) using the different
models is also shown (Fig. 7c).

At 800 �C, the G–P curves of glass-like carbon (pre-
ferred model) and of graphite cross at 3.4GPa, showing a
continuous decline of DG with increasing pressure, which
is 1.5 kJ/mol at 1GPa and 0.29 kJ/mol at 3GPa. These
DG values match well our experimental results at fH2

NNO

conditions (Table 3). Runs buffered at fH2
FMQ conditions

agree with the model at 1GPa, while at 3GPa the decline
observed experimentally, characterized by a negative DG,
is more pronounced compared to the model. Models
assuming a molar volume coherent with the apparent bulk
density of glass-like carbon (1.5 g/cm3) are inconsistent
with experimental results, as they show DG values that
would increase by increasing pressures (red dashed line in
Fig. 7). Negative DG values at 3GPa can be reproduced
only by models that assume very high compressibility
(K0 = 2GPa; orange dashed line in Fig. 7). In this case,
however, the intersection point with graphite is shifted at
ig. 7. Thermodynamic properties of glass-like carbon. (A) glass-like carbon bulk modulus and its pressure dependence, compared with
raphite. Measurements from Zhao et al. (2015) (green dots) are fitted with different K0 and K’. The preferred model (red thick) assumes
0 = 9GPa and K’ = 2.9. See text for other details. (B) Gibbs free energy versus pressure at 800 �C, calculated using different thermodynamic
odels of glassy carbon. Red arrows indicate the shift of the preferred model assuming either an increased molar volume (i.e., lower density)
r an increased compressibility (lower K0). (C) difference in Gibbs free energy between glass-like carbon and graphite (DG), plotted as a
nction of pressure at T = 800 �C. Red thick (preferred model): K0 = 9GPa, K’ = 2.9, density (d) = 2.2.5 g/cm3. Red dashed: K0 = 12GPa,
’ = 2.9, d = 2.25 g/cm3. Purple dashed: K0 = 15GPa, K’ = –2.4, d = 2.25 g/cm3. Orange dashed: K0 = 0.1GPa, K’ = 6.3, d = 2.25 g/cm3.
reen dashed: K0 = 9GPa, K’ = 2.9, d = 1.5 g/cm3. Blue: diamond. Black thick: graphite. Light yellow field: thermodynamic stability of glass-
ke carbon (preferred model) over graphite and diamond. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is
eferred to the web version of this article.)
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lower pressures (�1.5GPa), so that the G–P curve of glass-
like carbon would always lie below that of diamond, mean-
ing that, above the intersection point, glass-like carbon
would be the stable form of carbon relative graphite and
diamond, which is unlikely. On the other hand, the pre-
ferred model does intersect the G–P curve of diamond,
although it occurs at 4.2GPa, i.e., above the intersection
point with graphite at 3.4GPa and above the graphite–dia-
mond transition at 3.7GPa, too. This would imply that in
the pressure window 3.4–3.7GPa glass-like carbon could
be more stable than graphite and between 3.7 and 4.2GPa
it could even be more stable than diamond (yellow field
in Fig. 7). However, because of the similar slopes of
glass-like carbon- and graphite G–P curves, small fluctua-
tions in the chosen K0 can result in large uncertainties on
the position of the intersection point with graphite relative
to the graphite-diamond transition. In fact, a glass-like car-
bon G–P curve calculated assuming K0 = 12GPa (red
dashed lines in Fig. 7) instead of K0 = 9GPa (preferred
model) would intersect the G–P curve of diamond at
3.4GPa and the G–P curve of graphite at 4GPa, implying
metastability of glass-like carbon at any pressure towards
both graphite and diamond, without having a marked effect
on the predicted decline of DG with increasing pressure.

The estimated thermodynamic parameters of glass-like
carbon allow also the calculation of fO2–T phase diagrams
at high pressures. In Fig. 8, the boundaries C–CO2 (often
referred to as CCO) and enstatite + magnesite = olivine
+ C (EMOG) are compared considering crystalline gra-
phite and glass-like carbon. At 1GPa, CCO(glass-like carbon)

and EMOG(glass-like carbon) are shifted below CCO(graphite)

and EMOG(graphite) by 0.08 log fO2 units. At 3.5GPa, the
possible reversed stability of glass-like carbon over graphite
is shown, with CCO(glass-like carbon) and EMOG(glass-like carbon)

located above CCO(graphite) and EMOG(graphite) by 0.01 log
fO2 units. In both cases, the difference of CCO curves per-
taining to the two considered types of carbon is very small
in terms of absolute fO2 values. Nevertheless, as shown by
our experimental results, these differences are enough to
induce large variations in the composition of COH fluids
interacting with crystalline versus glass-like solid carbon.

4.4. Comparison of glass-like carbon and glucose-derived

char

Char synthesized for 24 h at 1 and 3GPa, 800 �C starting
from glucose displays conchoidal fractures (Fig. 3c–f) and
absence of cleavage, similar to glass-like carbon. Moreover,



Table 4
Thermodynamic properties of graphite and glass-like carbon (preferred model) at different pressures and temperatures. See also
Supplementary Table 1 for a Perple_X formatted version including diamond.

P GPa 1.00E-04 1 3 1.00E-04 1 3

T �C 25 25 25 800 800 800
standard state

graphite

GP,T kJ/mol 0.000 5.195 15.309 �12.866 �7.529 2.763
SP,T J/mol/K 5.74 5.64 5.49 26.04 25.88 25.61
VP,T J/mol/bar 0.53 0.52 0.50 0.54 0.53 0.50
KP,T GPa 33.8 42.8 60.6 30.1 39.1 57.0
K0 8.9 8.9 8.9 8.9 8.9 8.9
glass-like carbon (preferred model)

GP,T kJ/mol 2.357 7.398 16.350 �11.142 �6.018 2.982
SP,T J/mol/K 6.60 6.53 6.53 26.90 26.77 26.69
VP,T J/mol/bar 0.53 0.48 0.42 0.54 0.49 0.42
KP,T GPa 9.0 11.9 17.6 8.0 10.8 16.5
K’ 2.9 2.9 2.9 2.9 2.9 2.9
DG kJ/mol 2.357 2.203 1.041 1.724 1.511 0.219

Graphite parameters after Day (2012).
DG = GP,T (glass-like carbon) – GP,T (graphite).
G0
f and S0 of glass-like carbon: fit from Gutzow (2005) (G–T data at ambient pressure).

V0 of glass-like carbon assumed indentical to graphite.
K0 and K0 of glass-like carbon: fit Zhao et al. (2014) (data at 25 �C from 1 to 3GPa; glass-like carbon type I).
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char and glass-like carbon show broadly similar Raman
spectra (Fig. 4), X-ray diffraction patterns (Supplementary
Fig. 3) and nano-sized crystallite dimensions, supporting
our experimental strategy in which glass-like carbon was
chosen as the best analogue for disorganized, poorly crys-
talline carbonaceous organic matter. In this study, we
observed a marked difference in Raman spectra acquired
for char synthesized in 12-h and 24-h runs performed at
1GPa and 800 �C. In particular, the graphite G’ peak at
about 2700 cm�1, well developed in the 12-h run, becomes
only hinted in the 24-h run, suggesting that the size of the
graphite crystallites decreased with time. This implies, in
agreement with Beyssac et al. (2003), that the structure of
char, although somewhat similar to glass-like carbon, is
not stable at high-pressure/high-temperature conditions,
and so this type of materials would be not suitable for long
experiments at static equilibrium conditions. In this study,
however, we observed transient near-equilibrium conditions
between char and aqueous fluids generated by dehydration
of glucose. Ideally, in perfectly closed systems, the thermal
decomposition of anhydrous glucose (CH2O) should pro-
duce carbon and pure water; however, this has been
observed only in the run performed at 3GPa and 800 �C,
containing almost pure water (�99 mol% H2O). In fact,
dehydration of glucose at 1GPa produced CH4-rich, CO2-
bearing fluids after 12 h and CO2-rich, CH4-bearing fluids
after 24 h. However, if the measured composition of these
fluids is compared with those predicted by the modified
model of Zhang and Duan (2009) implemented with the
retrieved glass-like carbon equilibrium constants, both
XCO2 and XCH4 ratios match redox conditions of
DFMQ = –1.8, suggesting near-equilibrium conditions
and a close thermodynamic affinity between glass-like car-
bon and char. In longer runs (24 h) at the same conditions
of 1GPa and 800 �C, measured XCO2 and XCH4 ratios cor-
respond also in this case to consistent redox states
(DFMQ = –1.2, if XCO2 is considered; DFMQ = –1.0 if
XCH4 is taken into account). The measured fluid composi-
tions suggest that the interaction with char in unbuffered
single gold capsules evolves over time from reduced condi-
tions, likely buffered by glucose (Hawkins, 1929; Kunz
et al., 2011), to more oxidized conditions, likely constrained
by the MgO–graphite–NaCl–Pyrex furnace assembly (close
to FMQ; cf. Olafsson and Eggler, 1983). In agreement with
previous studies (e.g., Truckenbrodt et al., 1997;
Truckenbrodt and Johannes, 1999; Matjuschkin et al.,
2014), we observed that unbuffered single gold capsules
cannot therefore be considered systems perfectly closed to
H2O and H2, so the buffering of the system (for instance
using double capsules) is mandatory to constrain the H2

(and, indirectly, the O2) chemical potential.

4.5. Implications for organic matter dissolution at subduction

zones

Organic matter can be an important constituent of ocea-
nic sediments (Mayer et al., 1992), and on average it
accounts for less than 1wt.% (Kelemen and Manning,
2015). Nevertheless, organic matter in deep-sea fans can
dominate the carbon input flux at some margins (Plank
and Manning, 2019). The proportion of organic to inorganic
carbon (i.e., marine carbonates) subducted globally is about
20% (Plank and Manning, 2019) and the total amount of
organic carbon subducted in modern active subduction zones
is estimated > 11 Mt C/y (Clift, 2017). Once subducted and
heated, poorly organized organic matter is progressively
transformed into crystalline graphite through a multitude
of intermediate stages generally referred to disordered gra-



Fig. 8. Calculated T–log fO2 diagrams of the univariant equilibria C + O2 = CO2 (CCO) and MgSiO3 + MgCO3 =Mg2SiO4 + C + O2

(EMOG) involving graphite and glass-like carbon close to T = 800 �C at P = 1GPa and at P = 3.5GPa, using the thermodynamic properties
reported in Table 4. FMQ: fayalite–magnetite-quartz or ferrosilite (fs)-magnetite (mt)-coesite (coes) oxygen buffer.
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phitic carbon (Beyssac and Rumble, 2014; Buseck and
Beyssac, 2014). In addition, graphite can also form by reduc-
tion of carbonates during subduction (Galvez et al., 2013;
Vitale-Brovarone et al., 2017) and by precipitation from sub-
duction C-O-H fluids (Luque et al., 1998).

The oxidation susceptibility and therefore the dissolution
of graphite in aqueous fluids varies as a function of P, T and
fO2 conditions (e.g., Connolly, 1995; Tumiati and
Malaspina, 2019). In general, low-temperature and high-
pressure conditions characterizing subduction zones are
thought to promote the stability of graphite, thus fluids inter-
acting with this mineral should contain very low amounts of
carbon and are essentially nearly pure water (Schmidt and
Poli, 2013). However, we show in Fig. 9a that this is expected
only at forearc conditions. In fact, at P–T conditions charac-
terizing the slab surface (Syracuse et al., 2010), nearly pure
water is expected only up to around 2GPa and 450 �C. At
greater depths, graphite-saturated fluids become progres-
sively more enriched in CO2 as FMQ and CCO buffers get
very close (Fig. 9a), with maximum CO2 contents
(XCO2 = 0.55) at subarc conditions (3GPa–700 �C), where
the two buffers nearly converge. These fluid compositions
are predicted assuming a perfectly crystalline and ordered
state of graphite. Several previous studies suggested that
the poorly ordered graphite might behave differently, in par-
ticular showing a higher solubility in aqueous fluids
(Ziegenbein and Johannes, 1980; Connolly, 1995; Luque
et al., 1998). Although our investigated P–T conditions are
not strictly comparable with ‘‘normal” subduction regimes,
especially at low pressures, we demonstrate that glass-like
carbon is characterized by a marked difference in free energy
(�2 kJ/mol) with respect to crystalline graphite at low pres-
sures, diminishing with increasing pressures and with a pos-
sible sign reversal close to graphite-diamond transition
(located at 3.6GPa and 760 �C in Fig. 9a). Because we show
that the difference in free energy between graphite and glass-
like carbon is predominantly due to their different compress-
ibility behavior, the relative difference in carbon solubility
depends only slightly on temperature. Therefore, we specu-
late that similar differences in fluid carbon content (in terms
of CO2(aq), but possibly also of CH4(aq), HCO3�, CO3

2� and
other dissolved C–O–H species at appropriate P–T–fO2–
fH2–pH conditions) can be expected at lower temperatures
characterizing the subduction zones and in particular the



Fig. 9. Fate of organic matter in subduction. (A) Stability of COH fluids (grey field) calculated as a function of fO2 along a subduction P–T
gradient consistent with the average thermal model of slab surface after Syracuse et al. (2010). COH fluids are stable between the two
boundaries C + O2 = CO2 (CCO) and C + 2 H2 = CH4. At this scale, differences between graphite and amorphous carbon are negligible, but
according to the preferred model in Fig. 7 glass-like carbon would be the stable carbon polymorph at P > 3.4GPa. The calculation of fluid
isopleths (XCO2 = CO2/H2O + CO2; XCH4 = CH4/H2O + CH4) has been performed using the Perple_X and the EoS of Connolly and Cesare
(1993). Reference buffers FMQ, hematite-magnetite (HM), wustite-magnetite (WM), iron-wustite (IW) and quartz-iron-fayalite (QIF) are
shown for reference. Fluids in equilibrium with graphite buffered at FMQ conditions become increasingly enriched in CO2, which reaches its
maximum concentration at about 100 km depth, where FMQ and CCO almost converge. (B) Cartoon showing the fate of organic matter in
subduction zones. Disordered organic matter contained in marine sediments undergoes partial to complete graphitization by increasing
subduction temperature. Experimental results and thermodynamic models presented in this study indicate that disordered carbon is more
prone to oxidation with respect to crystalline carbon especially at low pressures, characterizing the forearc region. At these depths, an intense
flush of water would be able to dissolve selectively disordered organic matter from the subducted sediments, while graphite behaves in a more
refractory manner. This differential dissolution susceptibility is expected to progressively decrease as subduction proceeds, vanishing at about
100 km depth where the difference in free energy between graphite and disordered carbon tends to zero.
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subduction surface where sediments containing organic mat-
ter can be abundant.

This implies that disordered graphitic carbon ismore prone
to oxidation relative to ordered crystalline graphite, resulting
in fluids enriched in CO2 compared to current estimates: the
lower the pressure, the higher the differential dissolution sus-
ceptibility. Therefore, because it is unlikely that organic carbon
can persist in its disordered state at great depths and conse-
quent relatively high temperatures (Beyssac et al., 2002), and
because the difference in free energy is higher at low pressures,
we infer that the most important effect on carbon recycling
concerns the shallowest levels of subduction zones, where dis-
ordered organic carbon can be expected to be farmore reactive
than graphite (Fig. 9b).

Obviously an important source of uncertainty arises
from the assumption that glass-like carbon can be consid-
ered an analogue of disordered natural carbonaceous mat-
ter. Carbon materials are very complex because their
properties change extensively with structural defects and
impurities, and the type of hybridization, in particular sp2

(graphite-like carbon) vs. sp3 (diamond-like carbon) (e.g.,
Robertson, 2002; Langenhorst and Campione, 2019).
Moreover, the activity and the reactivity of these materials
can be modified by bringing them to nanosize dimensions.
For instance, Guencheva et al. (2001) and Gutzow et al.
(2005) showed that nanodispersed (10 nm) glass-like carbon
displays a difference in Gibbs free energy compared to gra-
phite of +12 kJ/mol at standard conditions, which is sub-
stantially higher relative to bulk glass-like carbon
(+2.4 kJ/mol; Table 4) and which would result in dissolu-
tion susceptibility higher than that provided in our study.
In addition, natural highly disordered carbon, as synthetic
amorphous and graphitic carbon, is likely characterized
by a higher kinetic reactivity because of the presence of
active immobilized free radicals (dangling bonds) and
defects which make these materials efficient catalysts (e.g.,
Jüntgen, 1986). The results of our study therefore represent
a first attempt to provide a conservative minimum estimate
of the enhanced dissolution of disordered carbon with
respect to crystalline graphite in natural systems.

5. CONCLUSIONS

Well-ordered crystalline graphite and X-ray amorphous
glass-like carbon display different dissolution susceptibility
in aqueous fluids, because of their different thermodynamic
properties. On the basis of our experimental observations
concerning this type of disordered sp2 carbon, and aware
of the uncertainties arising from the choice of glass-like car-
bon as an analogue materials for naturally occurring poorly
organized carbon derived from the graphitization of
organic matter, we may speculate at this stage that also nat-
ural poorly organized graphitic carbon could behave in a
different manner compared to perfectly crystalline graphite.
In particular, disordered carbonaceous matter could be
more prone to dissolve in aqueous fluids compared to
well-crystallized graphite especially at pressures corre-
sponding to the forearc region of subduction zones. High
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fluxes of water coming from the dehydration of the down-
going slab would therefore induce an effective removal of
organic matter from its sedimentary cover, prompting
metasomatism of the mantle wedge (Sieber et al., 2018)
and contributing to the global deep carbon cycle. As for
glass-like carbon, the differential dissolution susceptibility
declines with increasing pressure corresponding to 110 km
depth, below which ‘‘disordered” carbon could be even less
soluble than graphite. The stability of glass-like carbon rel-
ative to diamond, although predicted by the suggested
model in the 3.7–4.2GPa pressure window, relies on ther-
modynamic parameters that are affected by uncertainties
that are currently unquantifiable. The occurrence of nano-
crystalline disordered graphitic carbon and amorphous
sp2 and sp3 carbon has been indeed reported in micro-
and nano-sized diamonds from Cignana Lake in the Wes-
tern Alps (Frezzotti et al., 2014; Frezzotti, 2019) and
glass-like X-ray amorphous carbon has been obtained
experimentally at diamond-stable conditions (7.7GPa and
1000 �C; Yamaoka et al., 2002). However, more investiga-
tions are required to confirm this possibility.
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APPENDIX A. TERMINOLOGY USED FOR THE

DESCRIPTION OF SOLID CARBON

In this study, the terminology used for the description of
solid carbon follows the recommendations of IUPAC
(Fitzer et al., 1995).
	 Graphite: an allotropic form of the element carbon con-
sisting of layers of hexagonally arranged carbon atoms
in a planar condensed ring system (graphene layers).
The layers are stacked parallel to each other in a
three-dimensional crystalline long-range order. The
chemical bonds within the layers are covalent with sp2

hybridization.
	 Graphitic carbon: all varieties of substances consisting
of the element carbon in the allotropic form of graphite
irrespective of the presence of structural defects. The use
of the term is justified if three-dimensional hexagonal
long-range order can be detected in the material by
diffraction methods, independent of the volume fraction
and the homogeneity of distribution of such crystalline
domains.

	 Glass-like carbon: in this study we use this term
although the commercial/trademark terms ‘‘glassy car-
bon” and ‘‘vitreous carbon” are still widely used in
experimental petrology and materials sciences papers.
Glass-like carbon is agranular (i.e., homogenous
microstructure with structural elements undistinguish-
able by optical microscopy) and non-graphitizable car-
bon (i..e, it does not convert into graphitic carbon
upon heat treatment to 2500–3300 K) with a very high
isotropy. Although its structure is not comparable to sil-
icate glasses, the fracture surfaces have a pseudo-glassy
(conchoidal) appearance. It consists of curved two-
dimensional structural elements (graphene layers, i.e.,
single carbon layers of the graphite structure) dispersed
in an X-ray amorphous matrix, but it does not exhibit
dangling bonds that characterize the so-called ‘‘amor-
phous carbon”. In fact, the term ‘‘amorphous carbon”
is restricted to the description of carbon materials which,
in addition to a lack of long-range crystalline order and
to deviations of the interatomic distances with respect to
graphite lattice as well as to the diamond lattice, show
deviations in the bond angles because of the presence
of dangling bonds. Amorphous carbon is disordered
even on the atomic scale and have a fraction of sp3

bonds ranging from a few (‘‘graphite-like” structure)
to almost 100% (‘‘diamond-like” structure) (Sundqvist
and Olabi, 2016)

	 Char: a solid decomposition product of a natural or syn-
thetic organic material. In this study, char is produced
by carbonization (pyrolysis) of glucose. The term pyro-
lytic carbon has been avoided because it is restricted to
carbon materials deposited from gaseous hydrocarbon
compounds by chemical vapor deposition.

APPENDIX B. SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL

Supplementary data to this article can be found online at
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.gca.2020.01.030.
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